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What are you hoping to get out of today’s journaling session?



Introduction 

Who am I?



Introduction 



Introduction 

Essential Agreements for our session:

We will be curious with our writing. 

We will be open-minded to new ideas. 

We will record questions and thoughts without judgement. 

We will take care of our needs as they come up throughout this session. 



Agenda

For this session we will: 

Review Neuroscience concepts related to journaling 
Discuss Habit theory and Habit formation 
Discover and discuss Journaling Styles & their benefits 
Examine Journaling prompts for different needs  
Address journaling tips and techniques for all learners 

Session 3: Reflective journaling 



Session Objectives 

At the end of this session you will be able to: 

*Utilize habit theory and brain functions to support student journaling 
*Understand the use of multiple forms of journaling 
*Identify benefits of different journal styles 
*Create supportive journaling prompts 
*Learn to collaborate with students to create journaling goals 



Helpful Supplies

For this session you will need: 

-some paper or notebook 
-a writing utensil 
-markers/crayons for coloring 
-pencil for sketching 
-ruler/straight edge 



Your brain on journaling



Science and Journaling
Resource Highlight:



Science and Journaling

3 main brain processes that support journaling: 

Selective Filtering 

Selective Attention 

Value Tagging



Science and Journaling

3 main brain processes that support journaling: 

Selective Filtering  

*reading a newspaper today vs. 100 years ago 

Brain adept on filtering out info irrelevant to your survival 

Journal support - keeping ideas, goals, thoughts and positive affirmations in 
the forefront of our minds



Science and Journaling

3 main brain processes that support journaling: 

Selective Attention 

Cognitive process in which the brain attends to a small number of sensory 
inputs while filtering out what it deems unnecessary distractions 

Journal Support: keep goals and thoughts in the forefront of the mind



Science and Journaling

3 main brain processes that support journaling: 

Value Tagging 

The importance your brain assigns to every piece of information it is exposed 
to i.e. people, memories, places, smells… 

Journal support: recategorizing your priorities - placing goals and dreams over 
things like food/shelter/water (basic human needs) 

Once something becomes a real possibility in someone’s mind, they’re able 
to achieve it - can have strong ripple effects for students



What can you make visible to your students through journaling?

How can value tagging, selective attention and selective filtering support your 
student’s journaling practice?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5d9gWi1378


Habit Theory



Science and Journaling
Resource Highlight:

https://jamesclear.com/quotes



Science and Journaling
Resource Highlight:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ch2Wt1yrN4s


Science and Journaling

Habit theory can drastically support students when attempting to incorporate a 
life long journaling habit. 

Habit theory highlights worth considering: 

Starting small 

Consistency over perfection 

Developing journaling cues 

Creating routines (environmental support) 

Tracking and Monitoring



Science and Journaling

One sentence a day builds a habit better 
than writing to the perfect prompt. 

Habit theory highlights worth considering: 

Starting small 

Consistency over perfection 

Developing journaling cues 

Creating routines (environmental support) 

Tracking and Monitoring



Science and Journaling

2021   vs.    2023Opening your journal is consistency.  
Writing in it is perfection.   

Habit theory highlights worth considering: 

Starting small 

Consistency over perfection 

Developing journaling cues 

Creating routines (environmental support) 

Tracking and Monitoring



Science and Journaling

Time of day.  Location of journal.  Items to 
collect for habit. 

Habit theory highlights worth considering: 

Starting small 

Consistency over perfection 

Developing journaling cues 

Creating routines (environmental support) 

Tracking and Monitoring



Science and Journaling

Time of day.  Location of journal.  Items to 
collect for habit. 

Habit theory highlights worth considering: 

Starting small 

Consistency over perfection 

Developing journaling cues 

Creating routines (environmental support) 

Tracking and Monitoring



Science and Journaling

Establishing rituals around journaling to 
create routines. 

Habit theory highlights worth considering: 

Starting small 

Consistency over perfection 

Developing journaling cues 

Creating routines (environmental support) 

Tracking and Monitoring



Science and Journaling

Habit theory highlights worth considering: 

Starting small 

Consistency over perfection 

Developing journaling cues 

Creating routines (environmental support) 

Tracking and Monitoring

Providing feedback and time to reflect each 
week is essential for continued growth. 

What’s important for the student’s progress?   

How can students identify successes? 

How can students learn from mistakes?



How can you support journaling habits with students?

Which type of habit support will best help 
you as a journaling facilitator? 

Starting small 

Consistency over perfection 

Developing journaling cues 

Creating routines (environmental support) 

Tracking and Monitoring

Let’s Write!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5d9gWi1378


Journaling Styles



Journal Types and Benefits

Daily Log Journal: 

What: write about day/what happened  

Why: builds consistency, supports memory 

How: write everyday - you decide how much. 



Journal Types and Benefits

Daily Log Journal: 

Important tip: start simple.  
Record one thing each day. 



Journal Types and Benefits

Daily Log Journal: 

Important tip:  Establish rules 
or agreements around what 
students can/should log daily 

Opportunity to shift focus 
away from negative to 
positive thinking and 
problem solving. 



Journal Types and Benefits

Daily Log Journal: 

Important tip: as daily log 
exercise becomes a habit, 
you can increase complexity 
of the daily log.  



Journal Types and Benefits



Journal Types and Benefits

Gratitude Journal 

What: write out who/what you’re grateful for 

Why: positive brain training and attention 

How: daily, sporadic in sections 



Journal Types and Benefits

Gratitude Journal 

Important tip: change the 
language to support 
gratitude  



Journal Types and Benefits

Stream of Consciousness Journal 

What: write whatever is on your mind (or words you need to hear) 

Why: sort out mental clutter - triage through writing 

How: just keep writing 



Journal Types and Benefits

S.O. Consciousness Journal 

Important tip:  establish either time or 
length as your indicator to finish.  Have 
your student decide but offer choice.  

*Would you like to write for 3 or 5 minutes?   

*Would you like to write 3 or 5 sentences? 

*Would you like to fill one or two pages? 



Journal Types and Benefits

Research/Passion Project Journal 

What: keep a journal related to a passion project 

Why: remember information, write about interests 

How: get excited! 



Journal Types and Benefits

Research/Passion Project Journal 

Important tip:  Know your student!  Help 
encourage research and passion projects 
based on what you know the student likes 
to do.  



Journal Types and Benefits

Research/Passion Project Journal 

Important tip:  Scaffold projects for 
students.  Help organize information  and 
provide visual examples



Journal Types and Benefits

Goal Setting Journal 

What: setting yearly/monthly/weekly goals  

Why: training our brains to focus on what we consider to be important 

How: Student lead, teacher/parent supported  



Journal Types and Benefits

Goal Setting Journal 

Important tip: 

Goals can be fun! Help encourage goal 
setting with students by creating goals 
that support them as students, friends, 
family members, and personal advocates  



Journal Types and Benefits

Goal Setting Journal 

Important tip: 

Some goals should be easy! Help 
encourage goal tracking with students 
by creating goals that support habits 
they already do with near consistency.   



Journal Types and Benefits

Art Journal 

What: free form journalistic expression 

Why: available for non-writers, artists, rebel tendencies 

How: blank page. Writing utensil. 



Journal Types and Benefits

Art Journal 

Important tip:  Utilize 
affirmations (positive 
statement of positive 
beliefs) to support art 
pages. 



Journal Types and Benefits

Art Journal 

Important tip:  When in 
doubt, color it out. 



Journal Types and Benefits

Reflection Journal 

What: Metacognition at it’s finest with journaling.  Reflect on your journal through daily, weekly, monthly, and 
yearly questions.  What went well?  What was challenging?  What changes can I make? 

Why: Teaches control, organization and agency 

How: Ask questions and write.  Reread your writing. 

*we will dive deeper with this in Session 3. 



Journal Types and Benefits

Reflection Journal 

Important tip: Help students focus 
on wins/gratitude first when 
reflecting.   

*Priming the pump for thinking 
about challenges. 



Journal Types and Benefits

Reflection Journal 

Important tip: Reflection begins with 
understanding our thoughts, actions and 
feelings. This can be VERY challenging for 
students.  Modeling is extremely important. 



Journal Types and Benefits

Reflection Journal 

Important tip: Encourage students 
to reflect on habits they’d like to 
create by tracking books, music, 
art, writing, homework 





Journaling Prompts



Journal Prompts

-remember that 90 second timer?  Write for 90 seconds.

-Pick a sense that’s sticking out to you right now.  Describe it in as much detail as you can.

-5 minute sprint - great for writers.

-What’s on my mind?

-How do I feel right now?

-Stream of Consciousness/Brain Dump writing: set a 1-3 page goal of writing and just write whatever 
comes to mind - even if that’s just not wanting to write.

-Three feelings: at the top of the page, record three feelings you’re experiencing before writing.  Write for 
a determined amount of time.  Then write three feelings you’re experiencing at the end of the writing 
time.

Prompts for Beginning:



Journal Prompts

-What are you grateful for? How does it make you feel?

-What I didn’t say out loud today…

-The crabbiest part of today was…

-What am I feeling right now?  I am feeling…

-What do I need right now?  I need…

-What would I love? I would love…

-Peaks and Valleys - Write about a day/week/month’s highs and lows - what made therm peaks? What made them 
valleys?

-“There’s a crack in everything. That’s how the light gets in.” - Leonard Cohen. Have you had moments of darkness? Did a 
crack appear to let the light in?

-three good things - close out a tumultuous session by writing three good things that happened today

-write out a worry you have for yourself or someone else.


Prompts for Reflection:



Journal Prompts

-Write about your favorite book/song.

-Would you prefer to be a giraffe or a 3-toed sloth or a…?  Why?

-Camera Capture: think of a moment when you were proud, happy, joyful.  Write everything you can 
remember about that moment using 5 senses and emotional details.

-Day Dream: what if…. Dreams. Jobs. Play Dates.  Travel.  

-Start with a picture.  What’s happening on the other side of the lens?  

-Who’s the most interesting person you’ve ever met? Describe them in detail.

-Write a letter to your future self.

-Write a letter to your past self.


Prompts for Writing:    Get Creative!



Journal Prompts

-Personal Q&A: 

-What’s a question I have about myself? A friend? A teacher? A family member?  

-How would I (or someone I trust) answer the question?

-How am I feeling now?  How do I want to feel?  


-Self compassion: 

-What’s something that’s hard for me right now? 

-What can I thank myself for right now?

-Think of someone who’s helped you before. How might that person help you solve this? 

Write down their advice.


-Different & Better: 

-If I woke up tomorrow and things were resolved, what would be different and better?  Be specific.


-Let it Go list 

-Think of things out of your control.  Write them down.  Let them go. 

Prompts for Conflict Resolution:



Collaborate with Students









Let’s Reflect and Review:

In this session we discussed:


*Brain processes that support journaling: selective attention, selective filtering, and value tagging


*Habit theory and how it relates to starting a journaling habit


*Different styles of journaling and how they can support different students


*Reviewed Journaling Prompts


*How to start journaling with students




QUESTIONS?

Kay Kamienski 

Instagram: @the_journal_joint 
Email: kaykamienski@gmail.com 

mailto:kaykamienski@gmail.com

